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we may count Shakespeare). "Bug" is not aword for the squeamish
in England, so we are liable to, be a little startled at the way it is
freely splurged about in America, unless we learn that over there
it has somehow gone up in the world while losing some of its
virility. Their "ladybug" is no more than our ladybird. This is
the moment for me to explain to those who already know the
poetry of Stephen Vincent Ben&, that when I quote him in the
first chapter of this book, I cut out the line:
"Maketh bugs come out of cracks"
as one of his delights of April, not because my innate refainment
went hand in hand with Mr. Bowdler's, but simply that the visual
association in England moves rapidly from bug to bugly and thence
to ugly ...
It is not only from one country to another that the same word
shrinks and expands, rises and falls, hardens and softens. Take
" villa". If you were told in England that a man lived in a villa
in Studdington North, you would not envy him his possession,
and would have no desire to go and stay with him. You would
fed you might not like that man, even before you met him. But
let him make careless mention of a villa in Frascati, and there you
are, echoing all of Robert Browning's ecstasy.
"Margarine" is originally associated with a Greek word meaning
a pearl, and was, I believe, invented during the siege of Paris in
1870; though another more personal legend relates that the
Dutchman who first brought margarine into England, named it
after his wife Margery. I doubt if nowadays any nostalgic butter-
lover would think of either pearls or a chaste wife in association
with a word that makes us at once see that sort of pale hard flaky
look as the knife chips it: "It doesn't cut like butter." "No,", we
agree sadly in mournful cadences of Maeterlinckian melancholy;
"because it isn't butter .. . We must have finished the butter .. .
We must have finished the butter long ago . . . We must have
finished it before the Old Queen died . . . We must have finished
it long long before we were born ..."
The Restoration dramatists plugged one word: cuckold.
Shakespeare, though not as obsessed as they, often made merry
over cuckoldry and its association of wearing horns; which has
always puzzled me, for there would seem to be no modern English
equivalent, similar to the ye$-man descending in direct line from
flatterer. A curious psychological change from period to period
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